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Huskies draw win
over Vikings, 44-29
Daniel Kaczor tied school
record with five touchdown
passes in Saturday’s game.
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Today marks the first time a sitting president has visited St. Cloud.
Thousands of people lined the
parking lot of the GOP headquarters
in Waite Park this week in order to
receive tickets to see President
George W. Bush’s scheduled speech
at 9:45 a.m. today at Dick Putz Field.
People were required to give their
name and address to receive the free
tickets. The line on Monday started at
7:30 a.m. and continued strong
throughout the day until the GOP
offices closed at 9 p.m.
Pastor Carol Smith of the Place of
Hope said she waited in line for two
hours to pick up tickets for her and 37
of her co-workers and friends. She
said the wait would pay off.
“I was on the cell phone getting
names and addresses of everyone.”
Smith said. “It’s gong to be very
worth it. It’s not very often that you
have the president of the United

States that close to
us and have the
opportunity to see
him. I probably
won’t get a chance
like this again. I
wanted to bring
other people just
to get see him so
they can hear him
George W. and so they can
make their own
Bush
decisions.”
Mark Hetchler, a professional
painter, took off work to wait in line
for tickets and to bring home some of
the yard signs and bumper stickers
bearing the Bush/Cheney logos.
Hetchler said he would have chosen a different place than Dick Putz
Field for the presidential visit, but he
is happy to see him speak just the
same.
“I wish (the venue) could have
been a little bit larger, Halenbeck Hall
would have been nice,” he said.
Hetchler said he is excited to hear
what President Bush has planned for

the next four years if he is elected for
a second term.
“I suppose he wants to fire up the
troops, and tell us what his plans are
as opposed to what Kerry’s plans are
not,” he said. “I’m sure he wants to
go over policies and tell us what the
next four years will be like.”
Hetchler said he would be casting
a vote for Bush come November.
“I couldn’t do anything else, not
in good conscience.”
College Republicans President
Nicki Severson said over 30 SCSU
students have been volunteering in
the process to ready St. Cloud for
today’s events. She said they were
willing to help out with various
preparation tasks.
“We’ll be lending our services to
just basically whatever the party
needs,” she said.
Severson said the College
Republicans are hoping the President
will reiterate what his plans are for a
second term in office.
“We definitely have a very excited
group of students involved with the

College Republicans,” she said.
“We’re all very thrilled. I know a lot
of us are afraid of missing class, but
we also don’t want to miss this opportunity.”
Severson said it is not surprising
that President Bush has made St.
Cloud one of his campaign stops.
“I know that Minnesota is a targeted state because it is a swing state.
I think they’re looking to St. Cloud
because there is a huge support for
Bush here. We’re going to show our
support for the President and let him
know he has our votes.”
The possibility of protests have
also crossed the minds of republican
volunteers and party members, but
Severson said it is all part of the
democratic process.
“I think the great thing about
America is the right to protest, and
realistically there will be a large number of protesters. But I think people
will be surprised at the number of
people supporting the president.”

Local band rocks Husky pregame

Comedian says
drinking is big joke
Bernie
McGrenahan
performed in
Ritsche last
Wednesday.
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Scot Chabot of Collective Unconscious drums outside the Husky football stadium Saturday. For more on the game turn to page 15.
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Target dismisses kettle campaign
Target corporation has decided to enforce its “no soliciting” policy to
the point where Salivation Army bell ringers will no longer be welcome to fund raise (kettle campaign) outside Target doors during the
holidays.
This is expected to financially hurt the local Salvation Army, as the
kettle campaign brings in a lot of money from outside the two St.
Cloud Targets.
Target had been getting many requests from non-profit organizations
to fund raise by the doors. According to Target’s spokeswoman
Carolyn Brooker, the only way Target could be fair was to make no
exceptions to their no soliciting policy including the Salvation Army
kettle campaign.
Last year the kettle campaign brought in $28,870 from outside of
Target stores, and in 2002, $31,147 came from fundraising at Target.

Ramsey county passes smoking ban
After a unanimous vote Tuesday, Ramsey County restaurants will
become non-smoking environments
The smoking ban begins next spring and covers about 1,400 licensed
businesses who mainly deal with food. Businesses where half of their
sales are liquor can be dismissed from the bans by the Ramsey county Department of Public Health.
The ban takes effect March 31, 2005 and hopes to eliminate almost
90 percent of second hand smoke in St. Paul.
For bars to qualify for a smoking environment they must pay a processing fee of $100-$200 to break free from the ban.

Nation & World
Employee strike closes Eiffel Tower
The Eiffel Tower closed Wednesday due to an employee strike.
The strike started Tuesday, when an employee received a disciplinary warning for work-related problems. To show support for their
companion the tower’s 250 employees walked out.
Employees were also concerned about the 25-year management
agreement expiring next year, even though, the agreement does not
affect them. Company spokeswoman Iabelle Esnous said Eiffel
Tower officials are having problems understanding the employees
concerns.
The Eiffel Tower had received more than 210 million visitors since
being completed in 1889. It was once the world’s tallest structure. At
this time of year the monument gets about 15,000 visitors a day.

Puppy shoots Florida man
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A Pensacola Fla. man attempting to shoot his seven puppies was
shot when one of the puppies put his paw on the revolver’s trigger.
Jerry Allen Bradford was going to shoot his 3-month-old shepherdmix dogs because he could not find homes for them. While holding
one of the puppies in his hand the dog squirmed to put his paw on the
revolver and shot Bradford in the wrist.
Bradford is being charged with felony animal cruelty and was treated at the hospital for his gunshot wound.
Police found three puppies already buried in shallow graves outside
of Bradford’s home. The remaining healthy puppies are being taken to
Escambia County Animal Control to be placed in good homes.
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Fast Fact
Contrary to popular belief, only one alligator has ever been found
in the New York City sewer system.The 125 pound alligator was
pulled out by four boys way back in 1935.
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Calendar of

Events
TODAY
■ “The Comedy of Errors”
Auditions. 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. at
the Performing Arts Center
Center Stage. Auditionees will
be asked to read scenes from
the script. Scenes are supplied
at the audition.
■ Sorority Recruitment
5 p.m. to 9 p.m. Atwood
Memorial Center. Week long
event (13-17) women have the
opportunity to meet the women
in sororities and have the
opportunity to join one.
■ Kill Bill
Atwood Memorial Center
Theatre 8 p.m. Through Sunday.
Rated R. Free.

FRIDAY
■ Into the Streets
Atwood Memorial Center 11:30
a.m. to 4:15 p.m. Students will
paint “ Sarah’s Place,” a home
for disabled adults. Pre registration is required.
■ Faculty Jazz
Raddison Hotel, Fox Lounge.
Twin Cities jazz artists Charmin
Michelle, Mary Louis Knutson
and Dave Stanoch join SCSU
faculty for a jazz concert.
■ Graduation Students:
Deadline for graduation applications.

SATURDAY
■ Pop goes the prairie!
Fads, fashion and memorabilia
from the 1960s and 1970s.
Stearns History Museum 23533rd Ave S.
■ In their own words
Stearns History Museum. Five
stages of immigrants’ life in
central Minnesota: the immigration story, their homes, agriculture, faith and commerce.
■ “On Solid Ground”
Stearns history Museum. View
a life sized replica of a granite
quarry and the struggles workers dealt with in the 1930s.
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SCSU alum, instructor dies
Adam Hammer
MANAGING EDITOR

A motorcycle accident Saturday
claimed the life of first-year SCSU
adjunct instructor Sean Paul Gonia.
Gonia was also the Assistant
Chief Flight Instructor at Wright
Aero (St. Cloud Airport).
“It’s a pretty sad feeling to know
you just saw him and now he’s not
around anymore,” said Jeffrey
Johnson, assistant professor in the
SCSU Aviation department.
Gonia, 23, and 26-year-old Jason
Eric Rose, also of St. Cloud, collided on their motorcycles. The accident occurred around 9:30 p.m.
Saturday while the two were traveling east along the 600 block of 13th
Street South, according to police
reports.
They were taken to St. Cloud
Hospital where Gonia died from his
injuries. Rose was treated and

released
with
minor injuries.
A
Witness
reports that neither Gonia nor
Rose were wearing helmets.
Gonia
was
born the son of
Sean Paul Laur and Sylvia
(Stankus)
in
Gonia
Fayetville, Ark.
Sean was raised in
Princeton, Wisc. before attending
SCSU where he graduated with a
major in aviation in 2003.
Gonia was a great guy to know
and work with said friend and
coworker at Wright Aero, Matt
Eckert. David Smith, chief instructor at Wright Aero agreed.
“You could give him an idea of
what you wanted to get done and
he’d put it together,” Smith said.
“He was really motivated and confi-

dent.”
Smith said Gonia was still trying
to figure out what he wanted to do
with his degree.
Riding his motorcycle was one
of Gonia’s pastime passions, Eckert
said.
“Flying and riding were two of
his passions,” Eckert said. “He said
if he could never fly again, he’d
have to find a way to deal with it.
Riding was one of those ways.”
In May 2003, Gonia made the
change from intern at Wright Aero
to full-time status. His role as assistant chief instructor at Wright put
him in charge of its advanced program.
Being a flight instructor, flying
was part of his life outside of work
as well, Eckert said. Gonia was
involved in aviation organizations
Ripon Area Flying Club, Oshkosh
Aviation Explorers, EAA, NAFI,
SCSU Aero Flying Club and others.

He was rated as a commercial
pilot, CFI, CFII and MEI.
Gonia was also a varsity member
of the Huskies swim team for four
years with individual records in the
500 freestyle and 400 IM events. He
set the mark at 4:39.98 in the 500
freestyle during February 2001 and
at 4:14.21 in the 400 IM one year
later. Those records stand today.
In the North Central Conference,
Gonia holds the record in the 1650
freestyle at 16:36.82 set in 2001.
His Husky swimming honors
included Rookie of the Year, twotime Husky MVP and team captain
2003.
In lieu of flowers, memorials are
preferred to help establish an aviation scholarship at SCSU in Gonia’s
name. A service of remembrance for
Gonia was conducted Wednesday at
Williams Funeral Home in St.
Cloud.

Screen displays computer availability
Blair Tosh
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Days of students rushing from
one end of campus to the other to
look for an open computer may soon
be at an end.
In July, a 50-inch plasma screen
monitor was installed in the Miller
Learning Resources Center. The
screen, used in conjunction with new
software that automatically monitors
computers in the open labs on campus, will give students up to the
minute information on the location
and number of vacant consoles.
The software monitors 13 labs
around campus.
“This is to save students time,”
said J.C. Turner Associate Dean of
Learning Resources and Technology
Services. “The main thing was to try
and address student frustration.”
Philip Thorson, Director of
Information Technology Services,
said the system was developed primarily by Josh Hjelmstad, a database developer, with assistance from
other technicians.
“He did a super job,” Thorson
said.
Thorson said that while the main
effort was to disperse computer utilization throughout campus, the
technology will also provide useful
headcount information.
“The data behind the scenes is
very valuable,” Thorson said. “It’s a
pretty deep technical project.”
He added there were challenges
involved in creating and setting up
the system.These challenges includ-

ADAM HAMMER/MANAGING EDITOR

The plasma screen, located at the entrance of the Miller Center Library, acts as an availability hub for
13 of the campus’ computer labs.
ed creating a multiplatform system
(a system that would work for both
Mac and PC).
The project was one of several
proposed last spring to address the
problem of capacity in certain computer labs across campus.
Other potential solutions included wireless cameras set up in the
labs.
Later this fall, Technology
Services intends to have the infor-

mation displayed on the plasma
screen also available online. They
plan to have it up by October 1.
Thorson said that the project is
ongoing and that Technology
Services plans to review the utilization data gathered by the system, as
well as student feedback, while
deciding future improvements and
upgrades.
Potential improvements include
smaller screens in all of the labs dis-

playing the availability information.
The plasma screen cost roughly
$6,000. The cost is being paid by the
student technology fee.
Thorson, in an effort to prevent
confusion on the part of concerned
students, stressed that a portion of
the fee is set aside every year to be
used on emerging technologies.
“I think it’s nice that it’s there,
even though I haven’t used it yet,”
senior Dan Trisko said.
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Interfaith series hopes to unite
Tyler Davis
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Interfaith Dialogue Series
hopes to build a bridge that will
span between various faiths and
bring awareness of social justice
issues in St. Cloud.
“I think we have some evidence
of international misunderstanding
amongst religions,” said Mary T.
Howard, psychologist at the St.
Cloud VA Medical Center, “People
with the different religious orientations do not look at their points of
agreement.”
In the past, the series focused on
separate religions but this year the
organizers chose to focus on social
justice.
Representatives from five different religions will schedule meetings
to discuss their religion’s role in
social justice.
The five religions, including
Islam, Christianity, Buddhism,
Hinduism, and Native American
will be the series opener at 6:00
p.m. on Wednesday, September 15

in the CentraCare Health Plaza.
Gary Cheeseman, an instructor in
the SCSU Department of Foreign
Language, will be the main presenter.
The speakers from all five religions have been asked to comment
on a series of questions surrounding
their religion’s role in social justice
issues including women’s rights,
anti-colonialism and racial equality.
Speakers will talk about traditions and customs in their respective religions and various strengths
and weaknesses their religion has
shown towards specific social justice issues. Each session will last
around two hours including a question and answer period.
Malcolm Nazareth, co-founder
of UNITE (Understanding the
Need for Interfaith/Intercultural
Togetherness and Education), started up the idea for this series. He
said that social justice was chosen
as the theme due to the large
amounts of injustices happening
around the world.
“There’s such a lot of poverty,

exploitation, discrimination and
prejudice of all kinds,” Nazareth
said. “We want justice in the world,
everybody wants justice.”
The series hopes to form better
connections between various faiths.
“The idea is to see how particular religious traditions have
addressed issues pertaining to racial
equality,” Nazareth said. “Each of
them has their own independent
source of inspiration.”
Howard, who will moderate and
make introductory remarks at each
session, said she had spoken at earlier UNITE presentations and was
asked by Nazareth to participate in
this series.
Howard hopes that the series
will help people understand social
justice as it is viewed from the different religious orientations. With a
greater knowledge of these viewpoints, members of those various
religions can help to build peace
and social justice, she said.
Besides social justice, the
Interfaith Dialogue Series also
hopes to achieve other goals. By

helping to teach each religious
group’s beliefs and traditions, the
series hopes to better inform the
public and members of various
faiths and in doing so. They hope to
abolish acts of discrimination based
on religion, race and other social
issues too.
Each session is open to the public and there is no admission
price–except for the final session
where food will be served.
The other four dialogues are
scheduled Sept. 22 with Hinduism,
Sept. 29 with Christianity, Oct. 6
with Islam and Oct. 13 with
Buddhism. There will be a closing
session on October 20 which will
include and connect all five of the
religions to the social justice issue.
Various locations around St.
Cloud will be hosting the series put
on by UNITE.
The widespread collaboration
between various institutions around
St. Cloud has shown that the city is
striving to achieve a more culturally aware area, Nazareth said.
“Something is taking shape here

“Something is taking
shape here that we
should really be proud
about.”
Malcolm Nazareth
CO-FOUNDER OF UNITE
that we should really be proud
about,” he said, “We are working to
become culturally competent so
that no one will be discriminated
against in this area.”
The Interfaith Dialogue series is
also a way for students who become
involved to earn up to two credits
for attending the meetings.
For more information and registration instructions visit Nazareth’s
Web site at http://web.stcloudstate.edu/mjnazareth/.The site also
has a like to UNITE’s homepage.

Companies and
students connect
Chad Brancamp
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Whether it’s to help finance their
education or to give a little extra
spending money, students are looking for jobs.
Now that classes have settled
down, students have started to focus
on just that. To help with this,
Student Employment Services
sponsored a part time job fair 10
a.m to 2 p.m. Wednesday in the
Atwood Ballroom.
Employers from all over the St.
Cloud area as well as on-campus
employers came to campus looking
for students to fill a variety of positions. Sears, Bernicks Pepsi, and
Preferred Credit were some of the
companies who have been to the
fair before. Topper’s Pizza and
World Market were among the newcomers to SCSU.
“We have the same amount of
businesses as last year, with a couple of new employers” said fair
coordinator Karen Turok. “It shows
that employers can utilize this service and are satisfied with students
who are hired.”
Employers are looking for motivated, energetic and responsible

people to fill their seasonal, parttime, and full-time positions.
Internships are also available.
Experience helps but for many of
the positions available it isn’t necessary.
“It’s the right time of year for
finding good applicants,” Shelley
Ostendorf,
District
Training
Manager for Sears Portrait Studio,
said. “We’re looking for fun, energetic, friendly adults and college
students fit those categories.”
The job fair also gives students
an opportunity to meet employers
and discuss what jobs and what
shifts are available before deciding
whether or not they want to apply
for the position.
“We are offering evening and
weekend shifts that work well with
college student’s schedules,” said
Cindy DeZurik, Benefits and
Recruitment Administrator of
Electrolux. Electrolux already
offers internships through SCSU
and is looking to start a part-time
job program at their facility in St.
Cloud.
Students can find out specifics
of positions available and also work
out schedules face to face with the
employers as well as set up inter-

ASHLEY PRESTE/ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

Human Relations Manager Mary Sagri speaks with SCSU student Ashley Emerson regarding job opportunities at Marshall Fields.There were a variety of part-time business opportunities presented to students at the Job Fair from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. yesterday in the Atwood Ballroom.
views either later in the month or
right there at the fair.
“All of the employers set up
interviews with students, and about
a third of the employers actually do
the interviews here at the fair,”
Turok said.
For some students, the fair
relieves some of the stress of find-

ing a job. It also gives them hope
that there are still jobs available.
“I was told to come in July to
look for a job,” said first year mass
communications major Jessica
Barber. “The fair gives students
who aren’t from the area opportunities to find jobs after school starts.”
For students who missed the fair

and still want to find a job, check
out the Student Employment
Services website at www.scsustudentjobs.com or contact Karen
Turok at (320) 308-3756. Student
Employment Services will also be
sponsoring a summer job fair in
March.
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Minnesotan runs for President
Nick Hanson
EDITOR

Most people have never heard of
him and he acknowledges he has
absolutely no chance of winning, but
Thomas Harens is still running for
President—of the United States of
America.

Running as a candidate for the
Christian Freedom Party (his own
creation), Harens said winning the
presidency is both illogical and
impossible.
“I’m not running because I want
to be President,” he said. “I don’t
want to worry about winning.”
Instead Harens, a former DFL

legislator in the ‘80s, is poised to
make a political statement.
“This is a statement about progressive Christians standing up, but
it’s not a protest party,” he said.
His goal: to gather one to two
percent of the Minnesotan presidential vote and get his party in the spotlight.

ADAM HAMMER/MANAGING EDITOR

Christian Freedom Party presidential candidate Thomas Harens talks to KVSC’s Chad Roberts
Tuesday morning. Harens is campaigning across the state in support of his party. He will be the only
Minnesotan on the presidential ballot in November.

Although he was once a DFL
member and later ran for mayor of
St. Paul as an independent candidate
in 1997, he believes that none of the
parties fulfill his political aspirations.
“I started looking at all of the
political parties around the country,”
he said.
After extensive party research, he
concluded it would be best to create
his own.
In the traditional two party system, progressive Christians have a
difficult choice voting, and more
specifically voting on the issue of
pro-choice, Harens said. “You can’t
really vote for either party.”
While Republicans advocate prolife, many other issues they stand for
do not coincide with progressive
Christian ideals. Some include, gay
rights, environmental issues, social
justice and the war in Iraq.
“They (Republicans) do nothing
but use pro-life as a marketing tool,”
he said.
On the other hand, if Harens
were to affiliate with the DFL,
because of the pro-choice issue, he
would be sinning.
“I have certain faith based issues
where I could never go all the way to
the DFL,” he said.
The Christian Freedom Party
received enough signatures from eligible voters to get a slot on the
Minnesota ballot. Harens said he
received around 3,000 signatures
while only 2,000 are required to get
on the ballot.
This year, Harens is the only
Minnesotan presidential candidate
and he admits that may get him
some votes. “It helps to be the only
Minnesota presidential candidate,”
he said.
SCSU student and independent
party member Garner Moffat said

“I don’t want to have
to worry about
winning.”
Thomas Harens
PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE
Harens motives are admirable. “It’s
nice to have more than two candidates,” he said.
Moffat ran for St. Cloud City
Council in 2003 and he plans to run
for office as an independent candidate in the future. He is also
involved in several local organizations including the Neighborhood
University Community Council, the
City Charter Commission and the St.
Cloud Historical and Neighborhood
Preservation Association.
“I can understand why people
would vote for him, but I don’t think
he will be able to establish any kind
of a party,” Moffat said. “I think the
independence thing that happened
with Ventura was kind of a fluke.”
Although Harens would like to
get one to two percent of the vote in
Minnesota in the upcoming presidential election, his ultimate goal
would be for his party to receive 10
to 15 percent of the national vote
within 10 years.
He also plans to have someone
from the Christian Freedom Party
run for the Minnesota senate in
2006-08.
Despite accepting a sure loss,
Harens believes that he and his party
can affect the political spectrum.
“Somebody who really cares about
the people can make a difference.”

Summer in Serbia educates SCSU student
Nyssa Dalberg
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

While some students basked in the
sun or worked during their summer
vacations, Jill Schoepf took the time
off from books to travel overseas.
Schoepf traveled with other SCSU
students to Europe with Campus
Crusade for Christ. During their stay,
the group learned about Serbian culture and shared American culture with
their European contacts.
“I wanted to do something with my
summer instead of just going to the
beach,” Schoepf said, “I didn’t know
much about Serbia before but the
more I looked into it, the more I
thought ‘wow, I can make a difference
in these people’s lives.’”
Schoepf’s group stayed on the top

floor of a hostel in Belgrade, Serbia’s
capitol. The facility is used for a high
school dormitory in winter and as an
international dormitory for mission’s
trips and travelers in the summer.
Schoepf said her room had no screens
so it was easy for animals to get inside.
“There was this one morning
where I woke up and turned my head
around and there was this pigeon right
by my head. Random things were
always flying in. We had a bat in our
room one night,” Schoepf said.
Her temporary home had no fans
or air conditioning. Schoepf said when
the weather became hot students had
no choice but to grin and bear it.
“There was this one day where the
heat index was 115 degrees Fahrenheit
and we would just lie there in a pool of
sweat,” Schoepf said. “There were

definitely sometimes when I almost
fainted.”
One of the first things the group
did when they arrived in Belgrade was
attend a seminar about the history of
Serbia.
“NATO bombed them in 1999 and
they are still rebuilding their economy.
They want to be a part of the European
Union but they can’t for at least another 10 or 20 years,” Schoepf said.
“There are still bombed out buildings and a lot of poverty. There are a
lot of gypsies and homeless people on
the street,” she said.
After learning Serbian history, the
next step was to connect with the people and ask them about what they
think about things like America.
“We went to this restaurant and the
waiter asked us where we were from

and we said America, and the last
thing he said to us before he left was
‘America is my dream,’” Schoepf
said. “Being over there makes me
appreciate what I have so much more
for sure.”
Schoepf and Campus Crusade for
Christ also talked to the Serbian people about their religion.
“Everyone (in Serbia) basically
grows up Orthodox. You’re born into
the religion,” Schoepf said. “If you
would ask someone on the street, ‘Are
you Orthodox or are you Christian?’,
they would say, ‘yeah, I was born
here’ (I’m Orthodox). Whereas in
America you can believe whatever
you want to.”
One difference Schoepf noticed
between Serbia and the United States
is that Serbians seem to value friend-

ship above everything else.
“They put so much value on
friendship. They were really open and
cared about what you had to say,” she
said. “We would meet people over
there for the first time ever and they
would speak with us and all of a sudden they would be inviting us over for
dinner.”
Campus Crusade offers a missions
trip every year and students are
encouraged to attend.
“Your mind and your thoughts will
be shaken up. There is no way you can
go to a place like that and come back
exactly the same,” Schoepf said. “It
changed the way I think about God
and America and what is important to
people both in America and half way
around the world.”
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FREE!
Hair Cuts VIKING TICKETS
• Shampoo $
99
• Hair Cut
Register to win 2 Viking Tickets
COUPON
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• Finger
Blow Dry

320.253.4222

Coupon Expires 2004
Not valid with any other offers

COUPON

Hair Cut Club

Hair Cut $4.99
8th Division, St. Cloud

Free
Parking

39

$

10 Hair Cuts
($3.99 each)
Reg. $6.50
SAVE $26.00!

Monthly Drawings.
No Purchase Necessary --

00

320.253.4222

Coupon Expires 2004
Not valid with any other offers

COUPON

Hi-Lites

Blonding $

Mr3000.com
H ITS THEATRES
EVERYWHERE SEPT. 17

• Hi-lighting
• Weaving/Foil
(Salon Value
$95.00)

HOURS:
Tues, Wed, Thurs: 9 to 9
Mon, Sat: 9 to 4:30
Fri: 9 to 5:30

29

99

320.253.4222

Coupon Expires 2004
Not valid with any other offers
PROFESSIONALY SUPERVISED
Long Hair Extra.

201 Eighth Avenue South
St. Cloud, 56301

(320) 253~4222
Career Information & Hair Care Coupons
www.mcohd.com
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2004 presidential election
too close to support a third
In 1998 Jesse Ventura was elected governor proving a
democrat or republican does not always win. Just 99
percent of the time.
Either John Kerry or George Bush will win the 2004
presidential campaign. Will they win because they are
correct on today’s most pressing issues: jobs, war, health
care, social security, education and personal security?
No, they will win because America is not ready for a
third party commander-in-chief. Sorry Ross.
Normally that should not keep you from supporting
someone like Ralph Nader or Minnesota native Thomas
Harens. This year, it does. A vote for a third party candidate is a wasted vote and will severely impact the
November 2 election.
National polls have President Bush ahead by as much
as 12 percent. That could not be more deceiving. George
Bush holds a 24 point lead in America’s second biggest
state (Texas), and at least a 18 point lead in every state
north of the Lone Star state.
As we learned in 2000, popular vote means squat in
presidential politics. We use the electoral college:
www.electoral-vote.com has President Bush with 296
electoral vote, 26 more then necessary. Florida, remember the chads, is worth 27 electoral votes. Bush holds a
small lead. Kerry wins Florida. Kerry wins. Ah, the
more things change, the more they stay the same.
Unless Bush wins Minnesota. Then Kerry is done.
Recent poles show Bush making inroads in the land of
10,000 lakes. A few Nader votes and George easily
crosses 300 electoral vote.
Well what if you are pro-Bush, but like a third-party
candidate. Well then, you are really wasting your vote. If
you do not want Kerry in office, I would not hand him
your home state.
The point is, this election you need to get off the fence
and make a decision. You can vote for the Green Party
in 2008 when the candidates are Jeb Bush versus John
Edwards or John Kerry versus Tim Pawlenty.
If you cannot help yourself and have to vote for a
third party. Vote for the third party candidate in one of
the others races.
After all, sometimes a third party former wrestler
become governor.
The opinions expressed on the Commentary and Opinions pages are not
necessarily those of the college, university system or student body.

Overcome talking points and vote
Let me start by giving a great, big
thank you to luck.
I get to publish a staff essay on the
same day that President George W.
Bush is coming to St. Cloud, Minn.!
Where do I start?
Well, I’m not going to jump out
and claim that I will vote for John
Kerry or Ralph Nader in November
(as an impartial member of the press),
but I will boldly state that I will not be
cast a vote of confidence in Mr. Bush.
Now, we’ve all fallen victim to the
mudslinging and pitter-patter of
bulls—-t from Democrats and, more
so, Republicans. And if you’re anything like me, you’re sick of it.
Let me help by laying out some of
the facts that caught my eye in the
Minneapolis Star Tribune.
In a Cincinnati speech on Oct. 7,
2002, President Bush stated, “I have
asked Congress to authorize the use of
America’s military, if it proves necessary, to enforce U.N Security Council
demands. Approving this resolution
does not mean that military action is
imminent or unavoidable. Congress
will also be sending a message to the
dictator in Iraq: that his only chance—
his only choice is full compliance.
The present day claim is that Kerry,
as a member of congress in 2002,
voted in favor of this resolution. Flipflopper! Now, what did Kerry really
say?
On Oct. 9, 2002 in a Senate floor
speech, Kerry said, “In giving the
president this authority, I expect him to
fulfill the commitments he has made
to the American people in recent days:
to work with the United Nations
Security Council, to adopt a new reso-
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lution setting out tough and immediate
inspection requirements, and to act
with our allies at our side if we have to
disarm Saddam Hussein by force.”
Now here’s the kicker:
“If he fails to do so, I will be
among the first to speak out,” Kerry
concluded.
At the Republican National
Convention 2004, Bush said, “In
Saddam Hussein, we saw a threat.
Members of both political parties,
including my opponent and his running mate, saw a threat, and voted to
authorize the use of force.”
Ohhhh, so Bush didn’t technically
lie; just tweaked, twisted and distorted
the truth.
More lies:
- Kerry’s wounds from Vietnam
War were superficial, self-inflicted and
not worthy of Purple Hearts (from the
Swift Boat Veterans for Truth).
- Job growth is on the rise
- Tax cuts for big businesses have
helped the average American citizen
- Tax cuts under the Bush administration for businesses who outsource
jobs to other countries will help the
American job market
- There are fewer Americans in
need of welfare

- We are defeating “terrorism”
And the list goes on and on.
Let me elaborate:
Who the hell inflicts themselves
with wounds worthy of Purple Hearts?
But the Vietnam War was 30-some
years ago, so let’s get over it!
Job growth is on the rise? A Bush
plan that guaranteed 5 million jobs,
lost three million and then 1 million
were gained back by August. We’re
still 7 million in the hole!
Outsourcing jobs and tax cuts for
rich, big businesses: the theory that
less spending for big businesses creates cheaper products and more economic growth only works if the public
can afford to buy the products that are
supposedly cheaper. And that’s pretty
hard to do on unemployment.
Fewer Americans are on welfare,
but that’s because funds in the welfare
system were cut! The percentage of
Americans in need of welfare has
nearly doubled.
I won’t even get into the terrorism
statement, you can figure that one out
for yourself.
So, with all that being said, my recommendation to you all out there in
the SCSU community is not necessarily to vote anti-Bush, but to ignore
talking points and do a little research
for yourself.
As an impartial member of the
press, I am not going to present one
sided news in this publication. As for
these words in this essay, it is my editorial, my opinion, and I am backing it
with facts. Take it for whatever you’d
like and then go out and get more
information and vote dammit!
It’s your country, too.
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Knitting vs.
Crochet vs.
Feminism?
A campus trend has slowly come
to my attention, (besides the freshman 15) and it applies to college
women who were raised as independent products of the powerful feminist movement that determined
women are intelligent and men can
cook a T.V. dinner.
So what is this trend that is so
appealing, yet almost ironic in the
21st century? I’m talking crafts.
More specifically, knitting and crocheting.
Weren’t these the activities our
female elders used to keep busy
between pregnancies and batches of
baking cookies? Why in such a gender-equal society, are college
women, who are destined to become
doctors, scientists and leaders,
bringing back this pre-feminist fad?
When the first wave of feminism hit
decades ago, did women just forget
to add yarn and thread to the fires
consuming their girdles and bras?
I’ve discovered the craft fad is
popular because knitters and sewers
and stitchers get to perform these
tasks for different reasons than the
generations before us. Whichever
craft it is, an element of fun and
enjoyment comes with it. Crafts are
now hobbies not chores.
Collegiate female crafters are
especially passionate about what
they do and once in a while I notice
a rivalry flare up: the knitters vs.
those who crochet. I argue that knitting requires more skill and safety
measures because it involves two
sharp needles (practically weapons),
compared to one dull hook. Those
who crochet say they like it because
it’s easier and can learn different
stitches quicker, making a variety of
patterns in a shorter amount of time.
Regardless of which side wins
that debate, I’ve questioned the purpose of this crafty trend and the
irony of its popularity in modern
society. Do women carry a set of
needles and yarn in their briefcases
and knit between board meetings?
All I’m really sure of is that I’m
thankful women can be what they
want to be, but all of my family
members are still getting new
scarves for Christmas.

OPINIONS

Method of
mainstreet
madness
In response to “Welcome to corporate street 2004,” I would like to
clarify some things that most of the
student population isn't aware of.
It’s boring, but I’m going to explain
the procedures in which Mainstreet
is put together, and why.
First, letters are sent out to all
the student organizations, even
ones that aren't recognized. Why?
Because Mainstreet is for the student organizations and departments
to advertise for free, for students to
find their niche or gain information.
How do they get to have Mainstreet
for free? In comes part two; a few
corporate sponsors. These sponsors
pay large sums of money to have a
table to advertise to the student
population, which funds Kick-Off
events, including Mainstreet and
the other 200+ tables out on the
Atwood Mall.
In addition to aid for Kick-Off,
everyone can pick up free items at
the sponsor's Mainstreet tables. If
you want to see the corporate sponsors go away, this will drastically
impact Kick-Off. This can result in
cuts to events, or even paying
around $55 a table during
Mainstreet to make up for it. This
would have prevented half, if not
more, of the 158 student organizations from participating this year.
The giant that is Mainstreet will
turn into a small line of kiosks for
the departments and student organizations with money.
In review of the statistics for
Mainstreet, there were 11 corporate
sponsors in 2003, compared to 14
this year. This minor increase also
accounted for the budget cut to the
entire Kick-Off Week budget, dropping from $50,000 in 2001 to
$20,000 in 2004.
The table changes are due to a
yearly rotation. This is only fair to
all table holders of Mainstreet.
While UTVS claims to have had
great place last year, this year it
only makes sense that they do not
have the greatest spot. If one organization continually got ideal table
placement, this would be unfair to
other organizations that feel discriminated against for having poor
table placement year after year.
This rotation ensures that every few
years all organizations receive
equal options for prime table locations.
In conclusion, if you don’t like
the sponsors, don't support them.
Don't eat Coborn’s free chips and

salsa, drink free pop donated by
Pepsi, or take advantage of their
discounted offers. And when they
stop coming, be prepared to pay for
Mainstreet. Don’t like your table
spot? Just think of the person that
got a horrid table the year before,
and how happy they are. There are
two sides to all coins, and I hope
this coin was well spent in the
future of Mainstreet.

Miranda Polsean
Senior
Travel and Tourism

Scary
“assault”
weapons
I was surprised to learn that
according to recent polls, most
Americans favor an extension of
the cleverly labeled “assault
weapons ban” due to expire the
14th of September. I fear that most
Americans in favor of this law
don’t understand exactly what is
banned, and are in favor of the law
simply because of the name given
to it.
Title XI of the Federal Violent
Crime Control Act of 1994 banned
some guns for a variety of reasons.
Mostly, the law banned certain
weapons based on how they look.
Rifles with foldable stocks, barrel
shrouds, and pistol grips for example are banned. These cosmetic features do nothing to make a weapon
more lethal, but they do make it
look scary. Take away an assault
weapons scary cosmetic features,
and you’re left with a simple looking hunting rifle that is still every
bit as lethal.
It is also important for the public
to know that automatic weapons
(weapons that fire more than one
bullet when the trigger is pulled)
have nothing to do with the assault
weapons ban. These weapons have
been banned since the 1930s, and
will still be banned after the assault
weapons ban sunsets.
Banning assault weapons may
have made scary-looking weapons
less available, but they have not
made the public any safer. We the
people need to learn to see through
laws that have feel good names like
“assault weapons ban” and “no
child left behind.” We the people
must determine if a law is beneficial by looking at what the law
does, rather than relying on feel
good titles like “assault weapons
ban.”

Student
grants grant
a lot of debt
I am a fairly new student at
SCSU, but not a new student to
higher education. I have been in the
game for some time now and plan
to see the light at the end of the tunnel very shortly and happened to
feel disturbed about the education
system.
When I moved to St. Cloud in
the summer I took some classes and
associated myself with other pupils
and was informed that these students do not buy books because
they can’t afford them. I was
shocked. Most of these students are
zeroing in on their fifth year. What
the heck is going on here in
Minnesota and across the United
States of America? These students
aren’t even buying books - they just
show up and hope to graduate. Now
that it is fall, I have encountered the
same issues with other students.
So, let me get this straight, the
middle class gets weeded out, the
rich get richer, and the poor classes
move to middle classes that is even
if the poor classes decide to use
these Federal and State grants to go
to college, but whoops, these grants
won't even get you in the front door.
They are designed to put the current student in debt in order to bring
this country out of debt. Of course
no presedential administration will
help the average student through
college, only the math and science
students. So what percentage is that
anyways? What about the rest of
the students, what about “no child
left behind,” what about no college
student left behind, is anybody
thinking what I am thinking? If not
then I am pretty sure your parents
are paying for your college on their
credit cards.
Students, I hope you are paying
attention to your surroundings. I
hope most of us will make it
through this hard endeavor and pursue careers where we can stand up
and make a difference. It is up to us
to change this downward spiral.
The baby-boomers are going to
retire and who is going to be there
to catch there jobs? How about a
bunch of under educated people, so
we can take a step back to the
industrial age and beat each others
up for oil and gasoline.

Mark Aaron Wood
Senior
Matt Zabka
Economics, Math
Political Science
E-mail your letters to letters@universitychronicle.com or drop them off at our office, Stewart Hall 13.
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Bushisms
Expected
Today
By the time you’ve read this column, President George Bush will
most likely be on his way out of St.
Cloud. If things went as planed, the
Municipal Athletic Complex was
packed from about 6:30 a.m.-10:30
a.m. when the United States reigning Republican candidate came to
speak at Dick Putz Field.
What an awesome occasion it
must have been. I mean, WOW, the
President of the United States of
America came to our relatively
small humble city of St. Cloud. I
heard even legendary St. John’s
head football coach John Gagliardi
is going to be a guest speaker. I
wonder if they ate at The Old
Country Buffet together beforehand?
Sorry, I guess I must have slept
through it. However, without actually attending this exciting event, I’m
going to make some bold assumptions and maybe I’ll even sneak in a
few snap judgements. Many of the
cliché things you heard at the MAC
probably traced along the lines of
one of these jumbled statements.
“Recession means that people’s
incomes at the employer level, are
going down, basically, relative to
cost, people are getting laid off,”
Washington, D.C., Feb. 19, 2004.
Ah, yes, now only if we had a
plan on how to defeat this new concept we call Recession.
“We will make sure our troops
have all that is necessary to complete their missions. That’s why I
went to Congress last September
and proposed fundamental-supplemental funding, which is money for
armor and body parts and ammunition and fuel,” Eerie, Pa., Sept. 4.
How many more American body
parts is this fundamental-supplemental funding going to cover
before this war finally becomes
obsolete? Does any of that money
go toward the so-called new government structure in Iraq?
If you heard any Bushisms along
those lines today, it must have been
well worth waking up at the crack of
dawn. Personally, I’d rather vote for
Gagliardi.
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The Catholic Church for campus.

MASS: SUNDAYS 9 AM, 11:15 AM, & 8 PM
MASS & EVENTS: 251-3261 OFFICE: 251-3260
studentorg.stcloudstate.edu/newman
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Hey College Students

We change lives.

Looking for a place to watch the game, meet your
friends & enjoy some great deals?

...One dream job at a time.

The G roun d Roun d
is the place to be !

• Accounting
• Banking & Finance
•
• Computer Networking
• Criminal Justice
• Human Resources
• Medical Records
• Medical Transcription
• Ofﬁce Administration
• Pharmacy Technician
• Sales & Marketing

During NFL Football Games:
$.25 Wings & $2.50 Domestic Beers (22oz)
E VE RYD AY:1/2 Off All Drinks From 9-12 p.m.
Monday
4-7 FREE Taco Bar
4-12 $1.50 Domestic Bottles
8-12 $.25 Wings

Wednesday
ALL DAY $2.99 Margaritas
4-6 FREE Pasta Bar
4-7 $2.00 Tall Domestic Beers

Friday
ALL DAY $2.99 any Rum & Mix
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Tuesday
Buy 1 Burger, Get 1 FREE
$2.99 Tall Domestic Beers (22oz)

Thu rsday
ALL DAY $2.99 Long Islands
(14 flavors)
4-7 $.10 Wings
5-7 & 9-11 FREE Bingo/Prizes/Hats/
T-Shirts/Drinks

Day, Evening &
On-Line Classes
Classes begin October 4th—call today!

Saturday
ALL DAY $2.99 any Absolute & Mix

800-498-1907

M o n day -Friday 3-6
$2.99 Appetizers

Locations in Eagan, Minnetonka, St. Cloud & Mankato!

2621 W Division St.
St. Cloud 56301
(320) 252-7321

www.r asm u ssen .ed u
SAVE ON SUPPLIES
$

ANY Supplies PurchaseTotaling $20 or More

✃

5 OFF

$5 Coupon Savings offer good with ANY Supplies purchase of $20 or More. Present this coupon at time of purchase. Limit one coupon per customer/offer. Quantities
limited. Coupon offer not valid for: contract customers with a store purchase card or procurement card; purchases from www.techdepot.com; purchases of Gift Cards, all
technology items (including but not limited to all computers, monitors, printing machines, networking, peripherals, camera memory), and wireless, satellite, Internet, or
mailing/shipping services. Photocopies and mechanical reproductions are not valid. Coupon is not transferable and not for resale. We reserve the right to limit quantities.
Offer valid 8/16/04 - 10/9/04. Coupon is good for one-time use and redeemable in store only.

Coupon Code 92645526

SAVE ON SUPPLIES
$

ANY Technology PurchaseTotaling $50 or More

✃

10 OFF

$25 Coupon Savings offer good with ANY Furniture purchase of $100 or More. Present this coupon at time of purchase. Limit one coupon per customer/offer. Quantities
limited. Coupon offer not valid for: contract customers with a store purchase card or procurement card; purchases from www.techdepot.com; purchases of Gift Cards, all
technology items (including but not limited to all computers, monitors, printing machines, networking, peripherals, camera memory), and wireless, satellite, Internet, or
mailing/shipping services. Photocopies and mechanical reproductions are not valid. Coupon is not transferable and not for resale. We reserve the right to limit quantities.
Offer valid 8/16/04 - 10/9/04. Coupon is good for one-time use and redeemable in store only.

Coupon Code 54237823

SAVE ON SUPPLIES
$

ANY Furniture PurchaseTotaling $100 or More

✃

25 OFF

$25 Coupon Savings offer good with ANY Furniture purchase of $100 or More. Present this coupon at time of purchase. Limit one coupon per customer/offer. Quantities
limited. Coupon offer not valid for: contract customers with a store purchase card or procurement card; purchases from www.techdepot.com; purchases of Gift Cards, all
technology items (including but not limited to all computers, monitors, printing machines, networking, peripherals, camera memory), and wireless, satellite, Internet, or
mailing/shipping services. Photocopies and mechanical reproductions are not valid. Coupon is not transferable and not for resale. We reserve the right to limit quantities.
Offer valid 8/16/04 - 10/9/04. Coupon is good for one-time use and redeemable in store only.

Paper, Pens, Planners, PCs…
all at student-friendly prices!
From

Coupon Code 51323605

Get the Office Depot Advantage!
• Save 15% on Copy and Print services** such as binding, laminating, printing,

stapling, and much more.
• Get up to 10% back* in Advantage Reward credits every quarter!
power cords to printers and storage boxes to shelves, Office Depot has the
• Receive other great benefits such as special savings and members-only shopping events.
technology and dorm supplies you need to get so set for school!
• Become an Office Depot Advantage member today! Simply stop by any of our stores or
visit www.officedepot.com/Advantage. Enroll for FREE by using the Group Code 90578!
1.800.go.depot
1.800.go.depot
(1.800.463.3768) (1.800.463.3768)
CALL
(1.800.463.3768)
3 WAYS TO SHOP
CALL fax: 1.800.685.5010
CLICK officedepot.com
COME BY 1.800.go.depot
fax: 1.800.685.5010
AOL keyword: officedepot
to locate a store near you
Prices and offers expire on 10/16/04 (unless otherwise noted). Some products and offers may be available in store only. * You receive Reward credit for all qualifying purchases made in store, online or by phone.
Maximum of $200 back per year, distributed quarterly in the form of an Office Depot Reward Card. Stop by the store or visit www.officedepot.com/Advantage for more details.
** 15% off Copy and Print offer excludes shipping services, postage services, and postage stamps. See store for details.
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Fall Rally
Sept. 20 & 28 4 pm
Atwood Little Theatre

Attendance at one of these meetings is
mandatory for all student organizations
Questions? Contact CSOLD-AMC 139

308-3004
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At your campus bookstore we work directly with your professors to ensure we only order the exact books they plan on using.
Buy your books somewhere else and you may or may not get what you’re really after. So if you’re looking for a deal, now you
know where to look.

Your campus bookstore has the right book

Oakland police arrested Texas Rangers
reliever Frank Francisco Tuesday on battery
charges after he threw a chair into the rightfield box seats during Monday’s game against
the Oakland A’s.The chair broke a woman’s
nose and hit another man in the head.
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Huskies, Kaczor roll 44-29
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Eric Stromgren
STAFF WRITER

It was a tale of two halves at
Husky Stadium last Saturday night,
as the Huskies edged the Western
Washington University Vikings 4429 in a non-conference contest.
Daniel Kaczor led the first half
domination of the Vikings and tied a
Huskies record in the process.
“He made the right adjustments
with protections and threw accurately,” Huskies head coach Randy
Hedberg said. “He played an excellent first half.”
Following a Mitchell Denne
interception, Kaczor opened up the
scoring in the first quarter on a fiveplay drive that concluded with a
touchdown pass to John Hackett.
On the Viking’s next drive,
Huskies cornerback Phillip Hedlof
picked off a pass headed for AllAmerican receiver Andy Olson. Six
plays later, Kaczor struck again with
a 30-yard TD pass to Tim Greene.
Western Washington struck back
on the next series. The Vikings
pressed down the field with a balanced attack from Jake Carlyle and
Olson. Carlyle scored with a burst
through the center from the 2-yard
line, bringing the Vikings within
seven at 14-7.
Kaczor hooked up with Ryan
Koch on the next series for a sixyard pass, then exploded on the next
play with a 69-yard touchdown,
putting the Huskies up 21-7.
The Huskies defense held up the
next drive, forcing the Vikings to go
three-and-out.
With 45 seconds left in the quarter, running back Matt Birkel broke
through the middle of the Vikings
line squeezing through two blockers
on his way to a 42-yard touchdown
run.
By the end of the first quarter,
the Huskies ripped the game open
28-7.
The Vikings picked up some
steam in the second quarter after a
successful fourth down conversion
led to an 18-yard touchdown pass
from Nichols to Olson.
The Huskies answered back
when Kazcor capped of an eightplay drive with a 23-yard pass to Ed
DeShazer in the front corner of the
end-zone. DeShazer leaped above
Viking cornerback Sean O’Hara
who had his back to the play and
hauled in the catch.
The Huskies would strike again
before the half ended, this time with

Kaczor connecting to Jason Koch
on a 23-yard touchdown pass.
Kaczor was 12 for 16 with 254
yards and five touchdowns in the
first half, tying Keith Heckendorf’s
school record for touchdown passes
in one game. Matt Birkel also
chipped with 137 yards and one
touchdown.
As the second half started, the
student sections were clearing out as
fans expected the Huskies cruise to
a blow out victory, but the Vikings
had different plans.
The Vikings opened the half with
a methodical 76-yard drive that
ended with a 15-yard receiving
touchdown by Rick Carte, which
was followed up by a successful
two-point conversion throw to
James Laurence.
It looked as though the Vikings
mounting a strong comeback.
“We know the Vikings are a very
good offensive team and knew they
have some talent,” Hedberg said.
“They got some momentum going
in the second half and were more
effective at running the ball.”
Both offenses stalled during the
rest of the third quarter, where the
only Huskies scoring came off a
safety when the Vikings punter
Scott Koenen struggled with a bad
snap in the end zone.
Nick Yoney caught a five-yard
pass for the Vikings early in the
fourth quarter and James Laurence
again converted the 2-point conversion to bring the Vikings within 15.
After the Huskies went threeand- out on the next possession, the
Vikings put together a 57-yard
drive, bringing the Vikings to the
22-yard line. On 4th and 15, Mark
Henderson knocked down a pass
headed to Jarrod Karzua and
squashed any hope for a Vikings
comeback.
The Vikings outscored the
Huskies 16-2 in the second half, but
lost the game 44-29.
Kaczor and Henderson were
named the NCC offensive and
defensive Players of the Week,
respectively, for their performances.
Kaczor finished with 279 yards and
five touchdowns and completed
passes to eight different receivers.
Henderson had four solo tackles,
assisted on 14 and recorded a sack.
“You wouldn’t think he’s
(Henderson) a linebacker but he is
an intelligent player, studies well,
and is always in the right position,”
Hedberg said.
“He was AllConference last year—he’s just

VISUALS EDITOR/MATTHEW KASTER

Free safety Mitch Denne gets upheaved after a 25-yard interception return in the first half of Saturday’s
game against against Western Washington University.The Huskies beat WWU 44-29. Denne finished
with one interception and seven tackles.
picking up where he left off.”
Hedberg was also satisfied with
the win, which improved the
Huskies to 3-0 this season and
moved the team up to #19 on the
American
Football
Coaches

Association Poll. Last week the
Huskies were ranked #25.
“It was a quality win thanks to
the big first half start,” Hedberg
said.
The Huskies take their undefeat-

ed record on the road to Aberdeen,
S.D. on Saturday to take on
Northern State (1-1) in a non-conference game before opening up
NCC play on Sept. 25 against
Mankato at Husky Stadium.
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Huskies blanked by WSU
SCSU soccer drops to
.500 with a shutout loss
to Winona State
Joshua Fox
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Huskies soccer team continued to struggle in its attempt at a
winning streak, losing 2-0 to
Winona State University.
SCSU (3-3) have followed each
win with a loss, a trend that continued against the Warriors.
Artificial turf is notorious for
raising the temperature on the playing surface, sometimes as much as
fifteen degrees above the surrounding air temperature.
“It's hard to play when it is that
hot,” head coach Stephanie
McGuiness said.
The team also suffered from
dehydration. Many of the players
had not dealt with high temperatures all season due to the relatively cool summer the area had.
“It was rough for both teams,
your feet get hot from the turf,”
sophomore defender Savannah
Swanson said. “I was exhausted, I
wasn't prepared for that kind of
heat.”
The Huskies played a physical
match, and lost two players to
injury during the course of the
game. Freshman midfielder Katie
Brummond suffered a mild concussion and freshman forward Sarah
Wuotila left the game with an
injury. It was later revealed as a

deep muscle bruise.
“(They) were a physical team,
but we were physical too, they were
huge,” said Swanson about the
physical play.
Fifteen total fouls were called in
the game, seven for SCSU and eight
for WSU. It accumulated to the
lowest total foul count for any game
this season and well below the season average of 20.5 per game. No
warnings or ejections were issued.
The team struggled getting their
system working, only getting off
one shot in the first period and a
total of seven. The Huskies average
13.7 shots per game.
However, the slow start was not
the Huskies downfall it may have
seemed to be. SCSU spent more
time in the offensive zone in the
second half shooting more than
WSU.
The Huskies had multiple
starters leave in the first 15 minutes
and it appeared to hurt the team.
Four of the five players brought in
were underclassmen and the inexperience played to the advantage of
WSU.
The Warriors were able to stay
on the offensive for much of the

game posting 17 shots, with 11 on
net. SCSU’s multiple roster changes
early in the game posed serious
problems as they tried to attack in
the second half.
“It is not that we played terrible.
It is just that we didn't play well,”
McGuiness said.
Stephanie Brendel played a solid
game in goal for the Huskies stopping nine shots.
The team was never able to fall
into a groove and was unable to
capitalize on scoring opportunities.
“We had three really good
opportunities, we just couldn't finish,” McGuiness said. “It's a whole
different ballgame if we even get
one of those.
McGuiness said the rivalry
against Winona was huge, which
makes it disappointing.
“Hopefully we will be able to
get them next time,” McGuiness
said.
SCSU looks forward to a weekend at Maryville State (0-4-0) on
Friday. Saturday they play against
University of Minnesota-Crookston
(1-4-0).

“It was rough for both teams, your feet got hot
from the turf. I was exhausted.”
Savannah Swason
SOPHOMORE DEFENDER

MATTHEW KASTER/VISUALS EDITOR

Second-year midfielder Staci Janeshek whizzes through a cluster of
players in a rainy practice session Wednesday afternoon. The
women Huskies soccer team will be away the next four dates.

SCSU ends Cross Over with victory
Ryan Atkins
STAFF WRITER

Despite a sub-par performance this
past weekend, the Huskies still drawing praise from their coach as they
move into the North Central
Conference portion of their schedule.
The Huskies defeated Bemidji
State University Tuesday 30-25, 3023, 30-25. Juniors Jamie Schlagel and
Angie Mayers led SCSU with 12 and
10 kills respectively.
Spending this past weekend in
Aberdeen, S.D., the SCSU volleyball
team came away with a 1-2 record at
the two-day Cross Over Tournament,
pitting NCC teams against teams from
the Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference (NSIC).
Beginning the tournament against
nationally third-ranked Concordia-St.
Paul (8-1), SCSU played tough but
was unable to fight back losing 30-25,
30-20, 30-14.
Megan Hardy had 19 digs, while

Leah Herrboldt had eight kills and
nine digs to pace SCSU. Schlagel
contributed with nine kills and five
digs, Mayers added six kills. Sierra
Nowak, and Monica Ashburn had 15
sets and 11 sets
respectively.
Following the
loss to ConcordiaSt. Paul, SCSU
played Minnesota
State-Moorhead
(12-0).
The
Huskies did not
give up during the
Angie four-game match,
Mayers but ultimately lost
30-27, 30-27, 19-30,
19-30.
Mayers had 13 kills, while
Herrboldt had 10 kills and 10 digs.
Ashburn had 22 sets in the loss.
Marcia Ankrum contributed with
14 sets off the bench. Hardy led the
Huskies with 22 digs.
After the difficult defeats, SCSU

head coach Patricia Mickow helped
her team stay positive as they put
themselves back on the winning track
with a 30-13, 30-23, 30-24 victory
over Wayne State University in their
final game in the Crossover
Tournament.
Mickow was pleased with the way
her team bounced back after the two
disappointing losses on the first day of
the tournament.
“Coming off of two losses it is
very easy to come out flat again,”
Mickow said. “Their level of play was
much harder than Friday night. The
defense was improved and getting the
win in three (games) shows how
much they hustled.”
Sophomore Lindsey Goth and
Mayers each had 11 kills in the win.
Schlagel stepped up with two service
aces. Ankrum contributed with 19 set
assists and Ashburn had 18 set assists.
Even with the two losses, Mickow
chooses to look at the positives that
can come from the losses.

“Whether you win or lose your
team has to make adjustments,”
Mickow said. “One thing we need to
learn is that if one player is having a
bad game, other players need to step
up.”
Before entering the Cross Over
Tournament, the Huskies defeated
Winona State 3-1 with finishing 3024, 30-21, 35-37, and 30-16 in their
first home match of the season.
Schlagel and Herrboldt led the effort
with 14 kills, 10 digs, and 13 kills and
27 digs. Nowak chipped in with 28 set
assists, followed by Ashburn’s 19.
Schlagel and Ankrum are two of
the numerous players who are stepping up for the Huskies as the duo is
ranked one and two in the conference
statistics with 33 and 13 service aces
respectively.
Mickow is elated with the amount
of players who are stepping up for the
Huskies, especially with the amount
of underclassmen she has to rely on.
“Having a lot of kids is a good

thing,” Mickow said. “It is nice not
always having the same person getting the score, it is tougher for our
opponents to defend.”
Mickow continues to looks at the
positives in her team’s performances
at this point in the season.
“The players learn by playing
experience. We don’t have a seniorjunior dominated team.” Mickow
said. “I feel they’re coming along
very well. Our offense is becoming
much stronger and our defense is
improving with every practice and
match.”
Another positive Mickow pointed
out is the return of Hardy who missed
the first few matches of the season
due to a shoulder injury.
With an 7-4 record, the Augustana
College Vikings come to town
Saturday at Halenbeck Hall in a NCC
conference match that may have conference implications later in the season.
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Events

Derek Sullivan

■ Women’s Soccer at Mayville
State University at 4 p.m.

The SCSU golf teams started a
tradition last year when both the
men and the women qualified for
the NCCA national tournament.
Now, the Huskies have to prove
2003 was not a fluke.
Senior Brett Swedberg and
junior Chris Little headline a men’s
golf team with major expectations.
With golf power North Dakota State
University moving up to Division I,
Little said the Huskies should be the
favorite in the North Central
Conference.
“I would call us the team to
beat,” Little said. “I don’t see us
losing to any (conference teams).”
Swedberg and Little are locked
at the number one and number two
spots on the roster. The battle for the
next three starting spots remains up
for grabs.
The Huskies return Josh
Hagstrom and Tanner Brown from
last year’s team and coach Judi
Larkin brought in Eric Bjerke from
St. John’s University. The lineup
seemed set until Timmy Smith
signed up. Smith failed to make the
team in 2003-2004, but tried again
this year.
“(Smith) actually tried last year
and did not make the team,” Larkin
said. “He worked really hard this

SATURDAY
■ Football at Northern State
University (S.D.) at 7 p.m.
■ Volleyball vs. Augustana
College at Halenbeck Hall at 7
p.m. Game can be heard on 88.1
FM KVSC radio.
■ Women’s Soccer at
University of MinnesotaCrookston at 3 p.m.
■ Women’s Golf at University
of Minnesota Invite. TBA.
■ Softball SCSU Fall Classic at
Sauk Rapids. TBA

SUNDAY
■ Women’s Golf at University
of Minnesota Invite. TBA.
■ Softball SCSU Fall Classic at
Sauk Rapids. TBA.
■ Men’s Golf at St. John’s
Invite at Sauk Centre-Greystone.
TBA.

MONDAY
■ Men’s Golf at St. John’s
Invite at Sauk Centre-Greystone.
TBA.

TUESDAY
■ Co-ed Competition Cheer
Team tryouts at Halenbeck
Fieldhouse. 8-10 p.m.
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FRIDAY
■ Cross Country at the Ron
Pynn Invite at Grand Fork, N.D.
4 p.m.
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summer, and made our top five last
weekend.”
The decision on which players to
start will be made each week. This
has made each practice a battle.
Little said the competition has created depth.
“I have been surprised at how
much talent has come in,” the junior
said. “There are six guys on this
team that can play. It is going to be
a battle for the five spot.”
SCSU may have its deepest team
ever, but the Huskies will only go as
far as Swedberg and Little take
them. The two golfers are making a
name for themselves throughout the
Midwest. Larkin said the pair
belongs in elite company.
“(We) have two of the top players in the region right here at
SCSU,” Larkin said.
Little said he and Swedberg
accept the responsibility of being
leaders and welcome an opportunity
to work with his younger teammates.
“Me and Brett have been leaders
of this team,” Little said. “We try to
show everyone how things are done.
How practice should go.”
If the Huskies return to Nationals
next spring, Larkin expects an even
better performance then the Huskies
18th-place finish last May in
DeLand, Fla.
“Making it to the national tour-

nament was huge and overwhelming,” Larkin said. “I think they realize the competition is much stiffer.
But now that they have seen it,
(nationals) is what they what. They
want to go back. This year, I think
we will bring a stronger club.”
Unfortunately, on the women’s
side, three-fifths of its starting lineup has run out of eligibility. Even
though Sarah LeClair, Kristin
Osheim and Angela Rippley have
left, the goal remains the same.
“We want to go back (to nationals),” said Becca Rotert. “That is
our automatic goal.”
Rotert, Kristina Carlin, Sammi
Jones, and transfers Quinn
Scarborough (Wisconsin-Stevens
Point)
and
Kristin
Edberg
(University of Minnesota-Duluth)
formed last weekend’s starting lineup. Rotert said the line-up could
change.
“All five of us qualify every
week,” the future teacher said. “We
go every week.”
Rotert and Carlin worked hard to
help the new players fit in and stay
calm during their first taste of
Division II golf.
“We want to keep them relaxed
during qualifying,” Rotert said.
“They can get stressed out. We want
them to have fun.”
Scarborough said the team bonded almost from the start.

“We have already done some
group activities and hung out,” the
sophomore said. “It has been really
fun to be on this team.”
Scarborough played high school
golf in Alexandria, the same school
that produced Swedberg. She said
she followed the All-American in
her hometown and received guidance from the senior.
“He has help me get acquainted
to other players on the team,”
Scarborough said. “He has done a
lot for Alexandria golf and help
build a tradition here.”
SCSU will have to battle strong
golf programs at the University of
South Dakota, Nebraska-Omaha
and Minnesota State-Mankato to
win the North Central Conference.
“The conference is tough every
year,” Rotert said. “We still have to
develop a little bit but as a team I
think we will be really strong this
year.”
The recent success of the golf
program has generated a lot of interest from high school golfers. Larkin
said the pieces are in place for a
long, successful run.
“I have had some recruits
already call me for next year,”
Larkin said. “They are only coming
because of the success of the program. If we can sustain the program
at a high level for a few years we are
going to be a dynamite golf school.”

Say good-bye to the NHL season
Eric Stromgren
STAFF COLUMN

The worst off-season in the NHL
is coming to a close, and a closer
look between the lines will answer
the burning question for the 2005
season—will there be one?
As Wayne Campbell of Wayne’s
World would say, “game off!”
The latest meetings to reach a
new collective bargaining agreement (CBA) were held Sept. 9. No
progress was made as owners
rejected a Player’s Association
(NHLPA) proposal that did not
include a salary cap.
For those who are unfamiliar
with the CBA dispute, here’s a little
background. Owners claim they are
losing millions of dollars a year,
and blame most of these losses on
escalating player salaries. The owners want a system that would tie in
revenues with salaries.
The NHLPA, led by Canucks
forward Trevor Linden, has rejected
this proposal. The players believe
salaries should be determined in a
system determined by what teams
are willing to spend.

On Sept. 15, the CBA will
expire and the lockout will begin,
and likely last for the whole season.
A look back on the history of
this dispute shows how much the
two sides are not getting along and
why the lockout will last through
the spring.
Up until August, the player’s
association was meeting with the
owners and not talking about a new
financial structure, but changes to
the play of the game.
Proposed changes to the game
include the opening of the offensive
side of the game to help create more
scoring in a league where nearly all
teams average two goals a game.
Also supported was the return of
the tag-up offsides rule, which will
lead to fewer whistles around the
blue line.
These meetings were not the
conversations the league should
have been having. The owners and
the players association should have
been working together to find a
solution to the CBA.
Rules meetings are only serving
as a distraction to the greater problem in solving CBA issues. Rule

changes have no relevance in a season that will never see the drop of
the first face-off in October.
Rules meetings are not the only
clue shedding light on the impending season-long lockout.
Look at the signings and free
agent pickups. Some of the best
players in the league whose contracts were up at the end of the 2004
season—Brendan Shanahan, Alex
Tanguay, Dan Hinote— winners on
10 combined Stanley Cup teams,
were signed to one-year deals.
The wave of one-year signings
is spread out among solid goaltenders like the Blues Patrick
Lalime and the Wild’s Manny
Fernandez.
Boston Bruins superstar, Joe
Thornton, has already made plans
to play in Czechoslovakia.
Why are these players, who
arguably deserve long-term deals,
being signed only for one year?
The answer is the owners are
preparing for a financial reconstruction with a salary cap, bringing to
life the clutching and grabbing
problem killing the league.
Not the clutching and grabbing

problem on the ice, but with
finances.
The owners are clutching to a
salary cap to soften player costs
taking up a league average of 75
percent of expenses, while the player’s association are grabbing and
holding onto the current free-market system.
While each side is preparing for
the next round of CBA negotiations,
a deal is nowhere in sight.
Both sides spent much of the
summer arguing over the game’s
cosmetic issues rather than finding
a solution to financial rules, which
will ultimately determine the longterm success of the league.
By the time you read this column, the CBA will have expired.
The failure of both sides to compromise is a disaster the NHL has been
too arrogant to address over the
summer.
This winter the casual fan will
abandon the NHL, a catastrophic
consequence of a lockout in a
league struggling to retain fans.
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Yellow bikes make debut
Jay Corn
DIVERSIONS EDITOR

Getting around campus can be difficult sometimes. Parking, weather
and time constraints are just a few of
the obstacles students routinely
encounter on the way to class, work
and their plethora extracurricular
activities.
Relief is here though.
The Outdoor Endeavors division
of Campus Recreation has come up
with a plan in the form of a project
dubbed The Yellow Bike Program.
For the first time ever, SCSU students
can pick up any yellow bike that is
unoccupied and use it to go anywhere
they want.
The program, which began this
semester, is the handiwork of Dave
Dvorak, an Eagle Scout and senior at
St. Cloud Technical High School who
spent the majority of his summer
working to bring his idea to fruition.
The fleet of 22 bikes came from a
multitude of sources, but the majority
were acquired via donations by private individuals and good old-fashioned hard work on the part of the 17year-old Dvorak.
“Dave was the one who primarily
collected and painted the bikes,” said
Tom Heck, Coordinator for for
Campus
Rec’s
Experiential
Programs. “He went to garage sales
and received donations from people,
clubs and different associations. The
city police auction also gave him
some, but there was no group or person that gave him 20 bikes at one
time or anything. He basically collected them one, two or three at a
time.”
The Yellow Bike project is by no
means a novel concept however, and
similar programs have been successful in cities and towns across
America. SCSU is the first Minnesota
school to institute such a project and
Heck sees nothing but potential and

“when I first saw
one, I thought someone
stole a bike and just
painted it yellow.”
Eli Watson
SCSU FRESHMAN

convenience for SCSU students.
“I don’t know how many other
schools have similar programs, but I
know other cities and towns around
the country, like Portland, do,” Heck
said. “The concept itself is fairly
common though, common enough
anyway to where you could mention
Yellow Bike and most people would
say ‘Oh yeah that’s the free bike
thing.’ ”
Despite being on campus only
two weeks, word of the yellow bikes
has spread to students like freshman
Eli Watson who took advantage of the
community
bikes
during
Wednesday’s wet weather.
“When I first saw one I thought
someone stole a bike and just painted
it yellow,” Watson said. “Then I started seeing them all over and found out
that the school was making them
available to anyone who wanted to
use them.”
The bikes, collected and painted
this summer are only the beginning of
the Yellow Bike Program, and
Campus Rec. plans to add new ones
as they become available.
“I believe that there were 22 bikes
that were put out at the initial start
and we definitely plan on eventually
adding more,” Heck said. “We want
to keep the number at a manageable
level though. If there were 400 yellow bikes out and about they would
become eyesores for both the campus
and the community so we want to
avoid that.”
The yellow bikes will be taken in
before the first snowfall and will be
re-circulated with the arrival of
warm weather. That leaves a good
two months of extra convenience to
students needing some pedal power.
To date, there have been two
instances of vandalism to bikes, a fact
that while unfortunate, comes as no
surprise to Heck.
“We haven’t gotten any complaints to this point but we’ve had
two bikes that have been damaged,”
Heck said. “One is repairable but the
other one is completely shot so we’ll
strip it for useable parts. We kind of
thought there would be some vandalism, but other than those two bikes,
there haven’t been any real problems.”
The issue of vandalism is one that
Watson found disturbing, and while
only a freshman, he believes that the
majority of his fellow students are
better than the one or two people who
found it necessary to damage the
community bikes.
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Tune-up
class set
for Mon.
Matt Kaster
STAFF COLUMN
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Freshman Danny Bauer hops on one of the 22 yellow bikes sprinkled over campus. The bikes are free for all to ride throughout
SCSU and the community
“When something like this is
made available to students at no
charge, I just can’t understand why
they would act like children,” Watson
said. “Even though this is only my
first month of college, I think collegeaged students should be able to handle something like this with maturity
and respect.”
There are no restrictions on time
or distance the bikes can be used for,
but Heck says the success of the yellow bike program relies on the
integrity of those who use them.
“Honestly it’s an honor system,”
Heck said. “If a student lives in a residence hall and they work at Taco
Johns downtown and want to ride
over there, we don’t care. Like I said
it’s an honor system and we’d love to
see students keep the bikes on campus, but if they want to go downtown

for a haircut or groceries, that’s fine.”
There was no direct cost to the
university for the implementation of
the Yellow Bike Program, and the little money that was needed to get the
project off the ground came directly
from Campus Rec.
“From the SCSU side, there
weren’t any funds needed to get this
going,” Heck said. Outdoor
Endeavors paid for flyers and the
stickers that are on the bikes out of
our budget, but Dave did everything
else so our startup cost was almost
zero.”
While there are no specific pickup
points for the bikes, Heck said that
from what Outdoor Endeavors has
seen so far, Q lot, the Husky Hub,
Halenbeck Hall and Atwood are good
bets.

Lubricate your bike and your
life. Try chain grease and be careful
because too much can cause dirt
build-up.
To help get students out and pedaling, SCSU Outdoor Endeavors is
conducting a bike tune-up clinic 6
p.m. Monday in the Halenbeck Hall
Fieldhouse. The cost to students for
the clinic will be $4.
Following the tutorial bicycle
seminar, everyone in attendance
will take their refurbished twowheelers out for a group ride around
town.
The typical price for a bicycle
tune-up is $75 and can be more than
that.
Tune-ups usually consist of
cleansing the bike, inflating the
tires, chain and gear lubrication,
greasing the bearings, aligning the
frame, balancing the spoke tension
and inspecting the brakes.
Don’t forget about the lines at the
counter and time delays that come
along with servicing your cycle at a
bike repair shop.
With the $71 saved by taking the
training course, the possibilities are
endless, especially with St. Cloud’s
Quarry Park nearby.
With over four miles of trails and
seemingly endless off road capabilities, your only choice is to work up
a sweat and take a dip in the swimming quarry. Repeat if necessary.
Any type of bike (and their
owner) are invited to the seminar.
Bikes of all flavors, from mountain
to BMX, are sure to benefit from
some tender loving care.
This is for you if you’ve been
bumping and jumping the bike trails
all summer and your wheels deserve
a break from their ailments. Even If
you have not been out riding and this
fall would be a great chance to
knock the dust off of your peddler
and catch some of the fall colors.
You might even find that you
have a hidden gift of biking.
You need look no further than
Lance Armstrong who last July
became the first ever cyclist to collect six consecutive Tour de France
victories.
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Drinking proves one big joke
Jesse Jenson
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Now that the excitement of the
last few weeks has worn off, here’s
some food for thought: by this time
next year, approximately 1400 of
your fellow students at universities
across the United States will have
died because of high-risk drinking.
On Wednesday, Sept. 8, SCSU
students were treated to a performance by a new kind of messenger
with a new kind of message.
That message was delivered at
the Happy Hour Comedy Show,
featuring Bernie McGrenahan, a
comedian who claims to deliver a
solid blend of good times and
potent messages. McGrenahan,
comedian and former high-risk
drinker, entertained the Ritchie
Auditorium audience with his brand
of humor, taking sarcastic aim at
everything and everyone: from college antics and Iowa, to Britney
Spears and P. Diddy.
McGrenahan, who has been

doing stand-up since 1989, flayed
about on the stage as he impersonated a full range of college caricatures. Interacting with the audience,
he was able to get raucous laughs
and add another layer to the depth
of his performance.
“It was painful for the first five
years.” said Bernie of his early
comedic experiences. “(I) Stuck
with it, loved it, and I’m lucky
enough to make a living doing it.”
But it was not all fun and games.
After about a half hour of laughs,
McGrenahan subtly slides into his
message. Having gained the friendship of the audience with his jokes
and gags, he was able to fully command their attention when he
relayed the story of his younger
brother’s suicide, his incarceration
in the LA County prison after a
fourth DUI, and his eventual decision to turn his life around.
“My message is basically that
alcohol is very subtle,” said
McGrenahan. “It starts at a weekend party and one or two years later

into high school, or college, you
realize that you are floundering:
grades, money, personal relationships. It becomes a habit in your life
that becomes a fatal progression,
and too many students don’t want to
acknowledge that. They think it’s
just a phase, but they’re actually
setting a pattern for life.”
In addition to the message about
high-risk drinking, McGrenahan
spoke to the males in the audience
about respecting women. He mentioned, in connection with his main
message, that a majority of date
rapes are committed under the
influence of alcohol.
One of the more potent statement of the night came when he
warned those who might be tempted
into thinking that they have no
chance at ending up at the bottom
because their situations are so different from his.
“Instead of looking for the differences,” he said, “Look for the
similarities.”
Time will only tell if the event,

“Instead of looking for the differences, look for
the similarities.”
Bernie McGrenahan
COMEDIAN
sponsored by the Kick-Off
Committee (a group composed of
students, staff, and faculty), will be
a success. But this will not be the
last attempt to reach out to students
in a positive way.
“Every year we try to pick a
topic that’s sort of entertainment,”
said Margo Thomas, director of
Center for Student Organizations
and Leadership Development.
“This year we picked Bernie. He’s
funny, he’s engaging, but he’s got a
serious message with his performance, too.”
Thomas said she hopes that students think about the consequences

of their actions, so that they can
enjoy the college experience to the
fullest but in a safe and reasonable
way.
And to those who have friends
whose drinking behavior is cause
for concern, McGrenahan had the
following advice:
“I would tell them to tell the
friend that they love them, and that
they are very concerned, and
they’re not judging the friend; but
you hope they maybe do some self
inventory and consider the fact that
maybe this has become a problem
in their lives

Early risers garner the Abusement Park
rocks The Rox
best Incubus tickets

JOHN BEHLING/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
MATTHEW KASTER/VISUALS EDITOR

Mark Smith and Jacob Champlin were the first students to purchase Incubus student tickets when they
went on sale last Friday at 9:00a.m.The pair of concert goers had been in line since 6:45a.m.

Effusively political emcee Sage Francis, of the Non Prophets, prepares to drop some serious election-year rhymes during a performance last Thursday at the Rox. Sage headlined the event, dubbed
the Abusement Park tour which featured: Medida, Doomtree and
the Suicide Kings.
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‘Evil’ spreads cheap thrills

PHOTO COURTESY OF SCREEN GEMS FILMS

Alice (Milla Jovovich) battles zombies, the Unbrellas Corporation and the “evil” Nemesis in Resident Evil 2:Apocalyse.
When I sat down last year with
horror freak/director Eli Roth (Cabin
Fever) to discuss the ho-hum
American scare scene he made the
near-prophetic comment, “If you go
see Freddy vs. Jason, then that’s
what they’re going to make, more
versus movies. There’ll be Michael
Myers vs. Chuckie, etc.”
Following Paul W.S. Anderson’s
inglorious flop, Alien vs. Predator,
last week’s big budget zombie flick
Resident Evil 2: Apocalypse turns
out to be a bona fide versus flick. It’s
all about the prize fight, the main
event, the climatic throw-down
between
super-femme
Milla
Jovovich and a 9-foot latex-masked
predator named Nemesis. This fight
sucks, however, as do pretty much
all of the action scenes in this overextended, over-budgeted fiasco.
However, as a document of the
times, Apocalypse is as much 2004
as Fahrenheit 9/11. Allow me to step
into the ring and wrestle meaning
from this over-stuffed, over-important horror substitute.
Alexander Witt picks up the story
where Paul W.S. Anderson left off in
the surprisingly effective original.
Alice (Milla Jovovich), a rogue
agent formerly of the nefarious
Umbrella Corporation succeeded in
escaping an outbreak of the deadly
T-virus˜which turns the dead into

JOIHN
BEHLING
FILM
EDITOR
zombies at Umbrella’s ultra-secret
underground lab, the Hive. Now the
outbreak has spread and Alice must
band together with a group of fresh
faces to do battle with the corporation’s thugs, innocent zombies and
the super-predator, Nemesis. Most of
the plot is inconsequential as are the
new characters, with the exception
of Jill Valentine (Sienna Guillory).
The brunette bombshell Guillory
plays Lara Croft to Jovovich’s, well,
Lara Croft; two times the cuties, it
should read on the billboard.
For the bulk of Apocalypse this is
what we get: two vixens—slung with
big guns, short skirts and tight
shirts—preening and posing and
fighting like a personal Playstation
for an audience of prepubescent
viewers. But isn’t it a little too much
when we see Jovovich, tethered
naked like a frightened animal to an
examination table not once but
twice! Just what kind of video games

are we trying to emulate here?
Besides the obvious joys of
watching these two babes,
Apocalypse is pretty dull to look at.
Witt seems obligated to film zombies with a slow shutter speed effect
to jump on the bandwagon of emulating Anthony Dod Mantle’s revolutionary cinematography in 28 Days
Later.
There’s also plenty of slowmotion and the obligatory shot of the
bullet, pausing in mid-air before it
reaches its target which these days is
about as interesting to me as a
sparkler. But what’s most disturbing
is the lack of realistic gore. I know
that at some point I’m going to be
called depraved if I keep insisting
that films depict violence realistically, but no one’s considering the
future effects of no-consequences
violence.
Consider this film’s biggest wasted moment. A mob of citizens are
trying to escape the infected city.
When the crowd becomes unruly, a
high-ranking Umbrella official
orders his soldiers to fire into the
crowd. When the first burst of
assault weapons goes off, a quick
shot goes across the crowd. There’s
no carnage, no indication that anyone has even been hit. It looks like
everyone is fine, that bullets don’t do
any damage at all. This is a sanitized

look at the brutality of a police state
(a corporate police state even), one
that didn’t make me bat an eye, didn’t make me feel anything at all.
How do we learn to fear the tyranny
of the military when assault weapons
do as much damage as, well,
sparklers?
The Corporation, too, has been
washed squeaky clean. One could
raise an eyebrow at how this movie
depicts a state in which there is no
government, only an omnipotent
corporation to watch us while we
sleep. But Sony, a real corporation,
apparently is blameless with its
product stamp on every gizmo and
laptop. Umbrella is a caricature, a
cartoon run by Nazi stereotypes. Its
purpose is to draw attention away
from the real and threatening corporations. Yes, they stand in for government in some instances. Yes, they
experiment on the poor to better
themselves, and yes we should be
afraid. But they aren’t run by
Colonel Klink impersonators.
They’re run by us, Americans. And
in the real world, one where there’s
no Lara Croft, no zombie-viruses, it
really is us versus them. And don’t
expect this to addressed in Freddy
vs. Jason vs. the Leprechaun vs. God
vs. Chucky vs. Tom Cruise vs. the
Terminator vs. Michael Moore vs.
the Mummy vs. Frankenstein.
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HOUSING

SOUTH SIDE PARK
4 bedroom 2 bathroom apartments
and rooms for rent. Call Select
Properties (320)-253-1154.
2 TO 10 BEDROOM
Homes for rent. Close to campus.
Call Select Properties. (320)-2531154.
WEST CAMPUS
4 bedroom apartments and rooms.
Low monthly rents. Call Select
Properties (320)-253-1154.
MAYNE ESTATES
4 Bedroom apartments and rooms.
Low rent rates. Call Select
Properties. (320)-253-1154.
CAMPUS EAST
4 bedroom 2 bathroom apartments
and rooms for rent. Call Select
Properties. (320)-253-1154.
3 BEDROOM HOUSE
For rent $975 per Month call Select
Properties (320)-253-1154.
PINE POINTE APARTMENTS
Would you like a clean, quite, spacious place to call home? Give us a
call. (320)-250-0139.
LARGE 4 BDR HOUSE
1 mi. from campus $1,000/mo +utilities (612)-202-8833.
ROOM IN HOUSE
2 miles from campus, hot-tub, highspeed internet, pool table, swimming pool, all utilities included.
$325/month. (320) 493-2608.
TWO BEDROOM
Upstairs apartment in quiet home.
Heat, water, cable, parking included.
No pets. $600/month. Call Lee:
(320) 980-0892.
CHECK US OUT!
$200 a month 1-4 br’s avail. Shared
baths close to hockey arena. Heat,
water, garbage paid! 9-12 month

CLASSIFIEDS
leases avail now! Laundry on-site.
Secure bldg. Call now! (763)-6331080 ext. 28

ROOMMATE WANTED
For three bedroom apartment in
new building. (320) 259-9434.

1BR/2BR
$475/$550 per month. Heat paid.
Nice and new. Clean, quiet, students only. Call 761-2822.

3 EASY GOING GUYS
Looking for a 4th roommate. (320)
259-9434.

2 BDR APARTMENT
2 blocks from SCSU heat paid.
$650 sec. dep. Avail. Sept 1. Jim:
(612)-508-3723.
FOUR BEDROOM
Two bath apartment homes. Off
Street parking available close to
SCSU campus $220-$260 per person 9-12 month lease. Water,
sewer,garbage paid. Heat paid in
winter months. Call now to reserve
your home (763)-633-1080 ext. 28.
LARGE 2BR’S
Starting at $475. 1/2 mile from
SCSU, on bus route. Heat, water,
garbage and basic cable included!
Call Angie at (320) 761-1571.
ONE BEDROOMS
Close to campus quiet building, on
bus route, 1/2 mile from SCSU.
Basic cable, heat, water and refuse
included. Northern Management
654-8300.
ROOMS AVAILABLE !!!
Incl. Leases within 1 bedroom units.
Blocks from SCSU. $220-230. Low
SD (320) 654-8300.
SPACIOUS 2BR’S
Michigan Place. 1/2 Mile from
SCSU, on bus route. Quiet building
and location. Low rent and cheap
security deposit. Call Angie (320)
654-8300.
WE GOT WHAT YOU NEED!
1,2,3 & 4 bedrooms available call
today for a personal showing. Many
buildings and locations to choose
from. Northern Management (320)
654-8300, www.nomgnt.com/se.

2,3,4 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
1/2 Block from campus. (320) 2599434.
ONE ROOM EFFICIENCIES
Available utilities included. Clean
and quiet. (320) 259-9434.
1BDR & 2BDR
Near campus (320) 253-5340.
3&4 BDRM APTS
With new dishwashers, carpeted.
Heat + 70 channels of cable paid.
Call (320) 259-9673.
ROOMS FOR RENT
Female spacious, newer home w/o
parking. Good location. 4 bed, 2
bath. (320) 236-7792 or (320) 4207201, $290 plus electric.
4 BDRM APTS
Near SCSU. New interior. $205 per
bdrm. Free parking (320) 980-7545.
1 BDRM
In 4 bdrm apts, new interior. Free
parking, near SCSU. Rent bdrms
individually $205. (320) 980-7545.
2 BEDROOM
Side by side duplex with
garages.$695 plus utilities. No pets.
249-1187 or (320)-285-5253.
HOUSES AND APTS.
Houses and apts. in updated locations. Walking distance. Available
now or 10/1. Heat and parking
included. Dan 251-1925.
1,2,3,4 BDR. APTS
and 4,5,6,7,8 bdr. houses available
now or 10/1. Hear and parking incl.
Walking distance. Rent neg. Dan
251-1925.
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SUBLEASERS
Single rooms 1-2 blks to library.
Great condition. Rent neg. heat
paid. Dan 251-1925.
APARTMENTS
1,2,3 Bdrms 224-4409.
ROOMS FOR RENT
In 4 bdrm house. $280/mo.
McMullen Properties
(320)-761-1514.
SCSU TWO BEDROOM APTS
With free pk, heat garbage.
Available now. Call Johnson
Properties @ 229-1919.

FOR SALE
Full size pillowtop mattress and matching bedspring by Beauty Rest. Paid
$750. Asking $125 or Best offer.
Monica (320)-493-5950.

GARAGE SALE
GARAGE SALE
Thursday and Friday 8-5. Cheap furniture, dishes, and grill. 1012 10th St.
SE. Phone 252-0396.

PARKING

SCSU FOUR BEDROOM APTS
Available now! Cheap rent, new
appliances, AC, heat, and parking
included. Call Johnson Properties
229-1919
johnsonproperties@astound.net

PARKING SPOTS
For rent close to campus. Call (320)
253-1154.

2 BDRM APT
2 blks from campus. Available
Immediately Call Jim
(612)-508-3723.

SPRING BREAK 2005
With STS, America’s #1 student tour
operator. Hiring campus reps. Call for
group discounts. Info/reservations 1800-648-4849 www.ststravel.com.

ROOMATE
Looking for 1 quiet nonsmoking person to share a 2 bedroomduplex.
Call Pete (612)-804-2062.
HOME FOR RENT
Near SCSU. 5 bedrooms in a 9
bedroom house. $250 and up. New
and remodeled kitchen. Call Chris
(320)-980-5210.
3&4 BDRM APTS
With heat, +70 channels cable,
dishwasher and newly carpeted
Call 259-9673.

FOR SALE
4 SALE
Bed, dresser, mattress. $500 O.B.O.
Call (320) 253-3717 for info.
2001 HONDA ACCORD
60K miles. 4DR. Leather Fully Loaded
$13,000 please call (320) 224-9673.

EMPLOYMENT

WANTED
Part-time telemarketer for mortgage
company. 5:30-8:30 evenings Monday
thru Thursday. Hourly pay and bonuses. Please call Monica (320)-493-5950.
HELP ME
Teach my three year old daughter
Spanish. You should be fluent, great
with kids. 2-4 hours per week in my
home. Steve 266-0785.

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK/MEXICO
From $499. Reps go free. (800) 3664786. www.mazexp.com.

SERVICES
CHIROPRACTOR
www.hjortchiorpractic.com
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WO M E N
on Wednesday

Atwood Theatre,
Noon to 1:00 p.m.*
*Unless otherwise noted, all sessions will be
held on Wednesdays from noon to 1:00 p.m.

2

In this important election year, the Women’s Center is honored to host this distinguished list of leaders who
are making and changing history in positive, creative and powerful ways.
Tuesday, September 21 - Opening Speaker
5:00 to 6:30 p.m., Kimberly Ritsche Auditorium, Stewart Hall

October 20

THE POLITICS OF PEACE: WOMEN AT THE CENTER

Presenter: Beverly Anglum

WOMEN AND THE DRAFT: THE POLITICS OF GENDER, WAR AND SERVICE

Presenter: Medea Benjamin
October 27

ETHICS IN GOVERNMENT: DOING THE RIGHT THING

ON THE ISSUES: A DEBATE BETWEEN U.S REPRESENTATIVE MARK
KENNEDY (INVITED) AND CHALLENGER PATTY WETTERLING (INVITED).

Presenter: Coleen M. Rowley

Presenters: Congressman Mark Kennedy and Patty Wetterling

Monday, September 27

November 3

September 22

“EVERY OPEN SEAT A WOMAN’S SEAT”

CHEERS OR TEARS?!: A POST-ELECTION ANALYSIS FOCUSING ON WOMEN.

Keynote Presenter: Carol Moseley Braun

A panel of local political scientists, including Dr. Michele Kukoleca Hammes, will share their
analysis of the 2004 election results and facilitate discussion.

September 29

BREAKING NEW GROUND: BRINGING POWER TO THE PEOPLE

November 10

Presenter: Representative Neva Walker

LOCAL WOMEN LEADING
Panelists: Carolyn Garven, Carol Lewis, Lori Long and Bianca Rhodes.

October 6

WORKING IT OUT: THE POLITICS OF GENDER AND SEXUAL ORIENTATION
IN THE LEGISLATURE

WHAT’S IN STORE, POST 2004?

November 17

Presenter: Representative Karen Clark

Presenter: Senator Linda Berglin

October 13

December 1

ROCK THE BOAT AND THE VOTE!

TRIBAL WOMEN LEADING

Presenters: Singers / Songwriters Kristy Kruger and Danya River

Presenter: Melanie Benjamin

For a copy of the full program brochure, contact the Women’s Center at 320-308-4958 or stop by the Center at the corner of 5th Ave. and 6th Street.

WOMEN’S CENTER

ST. CLOUD STATE UNIVERSITY

A MEMBER OF THE MINNESOTA STATE COLLEGES
AND UNIVERSITIES SYSTEM

St. Cloud State University values diversity of all kinds, including but not limited to race, religion and ethnicity. (full statement at bulletin.StCloudState.edu/ugb/generalinfo/nondiscrimination.html). TTY: 1-800-627-3529 SCSU is an affirmative action/equal opportunity educator and employer.
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This material can be made available in an alternative format. Contact the department/agency listed above.

